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What will we be learning in this lesson? 

 

● We start to use void setup() and void draw() in our code.   

● We are introduced to mouseX and mouseY, our first variables. 

● We begin interacting with our programs as they are running.  

 
By now, you’ve done a little bit of coding. Mostly printing circles of various colours onto the 

screen. Now, we’re gonna move onto a more dynamic coding. To do this, we need to introduce 

two new compounds to our code: void setup() and void draw(). 

 

Setup and Draw:  
void setup() and void draw() are special functions. We refer to them as Code Blocks, 
because their many purpose in a program is to differentiate between sections of code.  
 
The main differences between the two blocks is the number of 
times that they run in a program. void setup() will run 
once, at the start of the program. Whereas, void draw()will 
run 60 times a second. We put things we only want to 
happen once in setup() and everything else in draw(). 
For example, size() will go in setup()and ellipse() will 
go in draw().  
 
The last important thing about the code blocks is we have to 
use curly brackets with them. After void setup()/draw(), 
we have to put in a { (also known as an open curly bracket) 

and a } (also known as a closed curly bracket). 
 
 
NB: We recommend you open a new processing file and name it, LessonTwoCodeBlocks 
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Using Code Blocks for the first time:  
We’re gonna write a simple program that will use void setup() and void draw() as well as 

some other important elements from this lesson.  

 

Try writing these lines of code below and click the run button ( ).  

 

void setup(){ 
 size(600, 600);  
} 

 

void draw(){ 
 ellipse(mouseX, mouseY, 100, 100);  
}

 
 
If done correctly, you should be able to move the circle around the screen.  

 
Task:  
1.  Adapt the example above to make a square follow the mouse.  

     Hint: use rect() instead of ellipse()   

 

Bonus task:  
Adapt the example so that it is a target following the mouse around the screen. You can copy 

your code from lesson one if you don’t want to do everything again. 

 

So wait,what are mouseX and mouseY? 

If you did the previous part correctly, you would have used mouseX and mouseY quite a bit. 

mouseX and mouseY are what we call variables. Variables are numbers that are changed as 

the program is running. They let us interact with the code we’ve written. 

 

mouseX and mouseY are two variables that describe where the mouse is currently on the 

screen. mouseX tells us the horizontal position of the mouse and mouseY tells us the vertical 

position of the mouse. 
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Task:  
You can change back to a circle for these tasks. Try to understand what exactly is happening in 

the task, as the teacher may ask you questions at the end.  

 

1. Replace  mouseX with a number. What changes occur on the screen?  

2. Put mouseX back in and replace mouseY in the same way. What changes?  

3. Switch  mouseX and mouseY. What happens now?  

4. Replace mouseY with mouseX, so you have two mouseXs. What happens? Do the same 

with  mouseY. 

5. Set the last two numbers to mouseX and/or mouseY. What happens?  

 

Let’s have a bit of fun with colour:  

We can use fill()inside the code blocks and let the user interact to do some cool things in 

our program. 

 

NB: We recommend you open a new processing file and name it, LessonTwoFills  
 
Task:  
1. Write a basic program where a coloured circle follows the 

mouse around the screen.  

2.  Use mouseX and/or mouseY in the fill()for the circle. 

3. Randomise the colour in the fill. This can be done by using the 

random() function. Just put random(0, 255) for the RGB 

values.  

 

Bonus task:  
Change the program so that the background colour is also randomised. If you use the function, 

background(), it will colour the background the same way as fill() colours shapes.  
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Questions for the end of the lesson? 

● What are code blocks?  

● How often does void void draw()? What about void setup()?  

● What is so special about mouseX and mouseY?  

● How can we get a random colour?  
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